Permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) are a passive in-situ technology, which is based on the interception and physical, chemical and/or biological remediation of a contaminant plume through installation of reactive material in an aquifer. Previous work of the authors includes analytical approaches in two dimensions (horizontal plane) based on the conformal mapping technique that allows for the determination of the groundwater flow fields and capture zones of PRBs of different types. Solutions assume that the permeability k r of the reactive material itself is high with respect to the surrounding aquifer permeability k a or that highly permeable gravel packs are present to equilibrate the hydraulic heads at the up and down-gradient faces of the reactor. Respective results include a simple relationship Q(R) between capture flow Q and reactor Darcian hydraulic resistance R. Based on the same technique, the present work gives an exact solution for funnel-and-gate (FG) and velocity equalization wall (VEW) PRBs without gravel packs for the particular case of k r = k a . Furthermore, a numerical finite difference study is performed to show that Q(R) is a good approximation (with errors in the 1% range of maximum capture flow Q(0)) for FG and VEW PRBs of arbitrary geometric configurations and arbitrary values of k r /k a , even in the absence of highly permeable gravel packs at the reactor entrance and exit faces.
Introduction
Subsurface contaminant plumes transported by the (natural or induced) flow of groundwater represent a serious threat to ecosystems and human drinking water supplies. As opposed to hydraulically active pump-and-treat systems for contaminant remediation at the ground surface, [1] , permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) are a passive technology, which has been successfully employed for insitu remediation of contaminant plumes through installation of reactive materials in the pathway of a plume, [2] . Actual remediation may hereby be based on physical, chemical and/or biological processes during the residence/travel time of a contaminant particle inside the reactor. Critical parameters in PRB design and operation are (1) the capture flow or width, which determine the portion of groundwater flow and, hence, of the contaminant plume captured for treatment, as well as (2) contaminant residence time inside the reactor, which is directly related to the degree of remediation before initially contaminated groundwater exits the PRB and re-enters the aquifer. A variety of methods exist to optimize these two parameters under different conditions, two of which are represented in fig. 1 . In the funnel-and-gate configuration (FG; fig. 1 (a); [3] ), impermeable funnel arms are deployed laterally extending into the aquifer in order to increase [4] ) may be used to achieve more uniform contaminant residence time distribution across the reactor by avoiding flow singularities (i.e., the blow-up of the magnitude of the hydraulic gradient) near the reactor and, thus, providing largely uniform flow into, across and out of the reactor. While numerical studies are more abundant in literature, e.g., [3, 4] , previous work by the authors, [5] [6] [7] , investigates different hydraulic aspects of these PRB configurations in a two-dimensional (horizontal) analytical framework by applying the theory of holomorphic functions, in particular, the conformal mapping technique. However, for arbitrary reactor conductivities results are valid only in the presence of highly permeable gravel packs at the up and down-gradient faces of the reactor, which provide for constant hydraulic head distributions throughout the gravel packs and, thus, strictly uniform flow across the reactor. The present work follows this conformal mapping approach and presents an exact analytical solution for the FG and VEW configurations of fig. 1 and the particular case of the reactor hydraulic conductivity k r [L/T] being equal to the surrounding (homogeneous) aquifer conductivity k a [L/T] without, however, assuming the presence of highly permeable gravel packs. Based on this exact solution and results of Klammler and Hatfield [5] for arbitrary k r in the presence of gravel packs, an approximate solution is further presented for the capture flows of FG and VEW PRBs without gravel packs and for arbitrary k r /k a . The performance of the approximation is systematically validated against output from a numerical finite difference model (MODFLOW). Assuming that vertical flow components in a homogeneous aquifer and PRB reactor may be neglected (i.e., PRB structure stretching over full aquifer thickness) the flow field in the vicinity and inside a FG PRB of k r = k a reduces to two-dimensional flow around the impermeable funnel and side wall structure of fig. 1a . By further assuming that the undisturbed flow field in the aquifer before PRB implementation is uniform with boundaries far away the boundary conditions at the PRB result as illustrated in figs. 2a and 2b for flow in x and ydirections (as indicated by the bold arrows), respectively. 
and -τ 1G = τ 1H with c accounting for the scaling imposed to achieve τ 1C' = 1. With k [-] being a PRB shape parameter (so-called affix) in the sense of previous work, e.g., [5] [6] [7] , eqn. 1 may be rewritten as ,
which may be reduced to an elliptic integral by substituting u = τ 2 . The unknown mapping parameters c, k, τ 1C and τ 1H may be determined by constructing a system of four non-linear equations by prescribing the physical coordinates of vertices A', B', B and G, for example. However, closed form solutions are generally difficult to obtain (this is known as the Schwarz-Christoffel parameter problem)
Boundary conditions in the τ 1 , τ 2 and τ 3 -planes for flow in x and ydirections.
and a Schwarz-Christoffel mapping toolbox [9] for MATLAB is used in the sequel to solve for the mapping parameters and to perform the mapping process (i.e., numerical evaluation and inversion of eqn. 2).
With this, the locations of all vertices in the τ 1 -plane and the scaling constant c are known. Due to the fact that eqn. 2 stretches the flow domain at infinity by a factor of c (dz/dτ 1 = c for τ 1 → ∞) and in order to maintain continuity of flow between mapping planes, the magnitudes of the far fields (i.e., ambient fluxes q x and q y ) are adjusted to cq x and cq y in the τ 1 -plane of figs. 2a and 2b, respectively. By applying the mapping function
and regarding solutions of the square root in the upper τ 2 -half-plane the flow domain of fig. 3c is obtained, which contains uniform flow in the y-direction. The corresponding complex potential may thus be written as
where 
where K(k) and F(τ 1 ,k) are the complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the first kind, respectively, and E(k) and E(τ 1 ,k) are the complete and incomplete elliptic integrals of the second kind, respectively. The mapping parameter k is the so-called modulus of the elliptic integrals, [10] . The τ 3 -plane meets the boundary conditions for uniform flow in x-direction and the corresponding complex is
The solutions of eqns. fig. 4c for an arbitrary flow direction (q x = 2q y ) is obtained by superposition (summation) of eqns. 4 and 6, which is a direct consequence of linearity of the governing Laplace equation for Φ and Ψ. It is seen that the solution not only consists of the flow field in the aquifer, but also the flow field inside the reactor (e.g., ABCD in fig. 2 ), which may be of interest for computation of contaminant residence times inside the reactor by the method of Klammler et al. [7] . Knowing that an ambient groundwater flow component q y does not drive any flow across the reactor (i.e., across A'B' in fig. 2 ), the capture flow Q [L 3 /T] is obtained as [5] .
The thick continuous lines in fig. 5 depict the dimensionless capture width Q/(aq x ) based on eqn. 7 as a function of b/a and f/a. As intuitively expected, Q/(aq x ) increases as the relative funnel length f/a increases, independent of the reactor size b/a. In contrast, independent of f/a the dimensionless capture width fig. 5 compares dimensionless capture flows for no gravel packs (thick continuous lines; previous section) and with gravel packs (thick dashed lines; [5] ). Maybe not so unsurprisingly, the agreement is very good with a maximum relative difference of approximately 3% for b/a ≈ 0.5 and f/a ≈ 1. The corresponding flow field for this "worst case" configuration is depicted in fig. 4a , where potential lines confirm a relatively constant head along the reactor-aquifer interfaces (i.e., AB and CD in fig. 2 ) even without deploying highly permeable gravel packs. Of course, this observation does not hold any longer in the presence of a significant flow component q y , which, however, does not affect Q. Away from this worst case parameter configuration the influence of gravel packs on Q for k r = k a becomes even smaller and goes to zero for either b/a, a/b, f/a or a/f approaching zero.
Based on the above observations that capture flow Q for FG and VEW PRBs without gravel pack is identical to or well approximated by Q of respective PRB types with gravel packs for the three cases of k r << k a , k r = k r and k r >> k a , we propose that Q in the absence of gravel packs and for arbitrary k r /k a may be approximated by (8) as derived by Klammler and Hatfield, [5] , for PRBs with gravel packs. Q max is hereby the maximum capture flow corresponding to k r >> k a (thin continuous lines in fig. 5 
Numerical validation and discussion of results
The validity and accuracy of the approximation postulated in eqn. 8 remains to be evaluated for finite values of k r /k a that are unequal to zero and one. 6 is used to generate a numerical version Q max,n of the analytical Q max ; differences between Q max,n and Q max do not exceed 5% and may be attributed to numerical inaccuracies as well as effects of nearby boundaries required for the numerical method. In order to approximately correct for the latter, numerical capture flows reported in the sequel include a correction factor of Q max /Q max,n , i.e., an adjustment to honor the known analytical solution for k r >> k a .
Comparing the numerical output in the presence or not of gravel packs it is observed over the full range of the simulation study that the differences in respective capture flows (counted in the corresponding values of Q max ) are mostly below 1% and only exceed 3% in one case. This is a strong indication that the approximation of eqn. 8 is, in fact, appropriate and well within the error margins of typical field situations. This is further emphasized by fig. 6 , which graphically compares analytical and numerical solutions for selected configurations. The continuous and adjacent dashed lines are analogs to respective lines in fig. 5 and represent analytical results from eqns. 7 and 8, respectively. Numerical output as indicated by the circular (no gravel packs) and star (with gravel packs) markers is in very good agreement, thus further validating eqn. 7. The remaining dashed lines correspond to f/a = 1 with k r /k a = 0.1 and 10 (with gravel packs from eqn. 8), which, by comparison with respective numerical output, validate the good performance of eqn. 8 also in the absence of gravel packs down to capture flows as low as approximately 5% of Q max . Although little relevant for practice, no significant errors may be expected between this and the trivial (but exact) solution for Q = 0. As a consequence, eqn. 8 may be regarded as exact for the estimation of capture flows in the The small difference in capture flows between PRBs with gravel packs and without is a consequence of the fact that the hydraulic head along the reactor faces for flow in x-direction is relatively constant even without gravel packs. This is further supported by the fact that differences become even smaller as VEW of increasing length are added, i.e., as the hydraulic head at the reactor faces is even more forced to be constant. The presence of a flow component in ydirection does not affect capture flow, which is a pure function of q x ; capture width, in contrast, only remains unaffected when measured parallel to the ydirection. Even though to a quite limited extent, the presence or not of gravel packs does have an influence on capture flows. A closer look at the numerical results (or fig. 5 ) reveals the rather intuitive fact that gravel packs tend to increase Q. However, this is only true for low values of R up to a certain limit and above this limit deployment of gravel packs can actually decrease Q. We surmise that this is due to a "potentiating" effect of the low conductivity of gravel packs on the flow regime near the reactor. That is, for low values of R flow generally converges from the aquifer into the reactor and highly permeable gravel packs contribute to increase this flow convergence and, hence, capture flow. In contrast, for high values of R flow divergence, [5] , around the reactor may occur and gravel packs contribute to further facilitate this phenomenon, thus, decreasing Q (however, this is not a typical design situation). 
Summary
Unfortunately, groundwater contamination is currently a wide-spread (global) problem representing a serious threat to ecosystems including ourselves. Once a contaminant source and its down-gradient plume are identified, permeable reactive barriers (PRBs) provide a potential means for partial or full plume remediation with its particular advantages of being passive and in-situ, i.e., treatment occurs without pumping and in the aquifer. This is achieved by installation of a reactive material in the pathway of the contaminant plume, which performs a physical, chemical and / or biological remediation process before releasing the initially contaminated groundwater again into the aquifer. Engineering intervention into the subsurface by constructing a PRB belongs to the class of optimal design problems, with a hydraulic composite assembled as a meta-material (aquifer-wall-gravel pack, reactive material as hydraulic components of similar-dissimilar permeability) placed and structured in a certain manner with respect to the incident groundwater flow. A parameter of fundamental interest in the design and operation of a PRB is its capture flow, i.e., the portion of the ambient groundwater flow captured and treated. Previous analytical approaches by the authors are based on the assumption of the reactive material being much more permeable than the surrounding aquifer or, alternatively, the assumption that highly permeable gravel packs are present at the up and down-gradient faces of the reactor.
In the present work we investigate the influence of gravel packs on capture flows for funnel-and-gate (FG) and velocity equalization wall (VEW) PRBs. An exact analytical solution is presented for the flow field and the capture flow for the particular case of equal aquifer and reactor conductivities and no gravel packs. Graphical inspection of flow fields reveals that the hydraulic heads along the reactor-aquifer interfaces are relatively constant even without gravel packs and that maximum differences in capture flows with respect to the exact solution for gravel packs deployed are not larger than approximately 3%. Inspired by this, a systematic numerical simulation study considers a wide range of PRB geometries and reactor conductivities to confirm that capture flows of FG and VEW PRBs without gravel packs may accurately be approximated by the respective known solution (eqn. 8) for PRBs with gravel packs from Klammler and Hatfield, [5] . Errors of this approximation are found to be in the 1% range of the maximum capture flow Q max for a highly permeable reactor, which is well within the range of uncertainty in field situations.
Evaluation of eqn. 8 is simple and requires determination of Q max from the thin continuous lines of fig. 5 as a function of the geometric PRB dimensions b/a and f/a (for FG) or w/a (for VEW). The shape parameter k gp , also being a function of the geometric PRB dimensions, is directly obtained from Klammler and Hatfield, [5; their "k" in fig. 4 ]. The values of the complete elliptic integrals of the first kind K(k gp ) and K(k' gp ) of modulus k gp and k' gp , respectively, are easily found from existing look-up tables, e.g., [10] , or standard mathematical software. Finally, the dimensionless hydraulic reactor resistance R is a function of the reactor shape and conductivity as defined immediately after eqn. 8.
